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Abstract
This paper analyzes the polytopes whose types are the same as the types of nite (string)
Coxeter groups. It is noted that the only polytopes of type f3; : : : ; 3g are the simplices, and
shown that any quotient of the n-cube is a quotient by an elementary abelian 2-group. It is
further noted that there are only two polytopes of type f3; 5g, and computer searches reveal
that there are 11 polytopes of type f3; 3; 5g, and 15 quotients of the universal polytope of type
f3; 4; 3g, ve of which themselves have that type. Only a few of these polytopes are regular,
and none are chiral. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary; 05E25 (Combinatorics | Algebraic Combinatorics | Group actions on posets);
Secondary; 52B99 (Convex and Discrete Geometry | Polytopes and Polyhedra)
1. Introduction
In [7,8] it was shown how abstract polytopes may be classied in terms of string
C-groups (in fact, string Coxeter groups) W , and certain conjugacy classes of subgroups
of those groups. In this article, the results of those two papers are applied to certain
special cases.
The results will require some basic knowledge of abstract polytopes and Coxeter
groups, as well as about quotient polytopes and the ag action; the latter are dened
and explored briey later in this section.
The denition of an abstract polytope used here will follow that of [5{8,10{12]
and others | namely, that an n-incidence polytope P is a partially ordered set with a
strictly monotone rank function rankP :P! f−1; 0; : : : ; ng, such that P satises certain
other properties. These properties, as well as some other basic results about incidence
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polytopes, are assumed to be familiar to the reader, who may otherwise consult the
references given. The notation used in this article most closely follows that of [7,8].
A regular polytope is one whose automorphism group acts transitively on its set
of ags, and a section regular polytope is one for which sections Y=X and Y 0=X 0 are
isomorphic whenever rank X = rank X 0 and rank Y = rank Y 0. A chiral polytope is one
which is not regular, but for some base ag , there exist automorphisms 1; : : : ; n−1
of P such that i xes all elements of nf()i−1; ()ig, and cyclically permutes con-
secutive i-faces (of P) in the 2-section ()i+1=()i−2. The regular polytopes have been
studied in great detail, the section regular ones were investigated in [6,8]. For chiral
polytopes, the reader is referred to [15] or [16]. A polytope P has type fp1; : : : ; pn−1g
if whenever X; Y 2 P with rank X + 2 = i = rank Y − 1, the section Y=X is a pi-gon.
Regarding C-groups and Coxeter groups, the notation used here follows most closely
[7,8], and is given below. More detailed introductions to Coxeter groups are given in
[2,9]. A C-group is said to be of type fp1; : : : ; pn−1g if it is a string C-group, with
generators fs0; : : : ; sn−1g and dening relations s2i = 1 and (si−1si)pi = 1 for all i, and
(sisj)2 = 1 if i 6= j; j  1, and perhaps other dening relations.
Let W be a string C-group. If S = fs0; : : : ; sn−1g is the generating set for W , we
denote by Hi the parabolic subgroup hsj: j 6= ii. We also dene W<i = hsj: j< ii and
W>i=hsj: j> ii. Note that because (sisj)2=1 for i 6= j; j1, we have Hi=W<iW>i=
W>iW<i.
Given a subgroup N of W , a poset Q is dened as follows. Let Qi=fNwHi: w 2 Wg,
for 06i6n − 1. Also, let Q−1 and Qn be single-element sets, say fQ−1g and fQng,
respectively. Let Q be the ‘disjoint union’ of the Qi (see [7] for more details), and
equip it with the relation ‘6’ dened by setting Q−16X6Qn for all X 2 Q, and
NuHi6NvHj if and only if i6j and NuHi \ NvHj is nonempty. If N = 1, we obtain
the regular polytope M=M(W ) with automorphism group W .
The set Q may be regarded as the quotient M=N of M by N . The remarks in
Section 5 of [7] and Section 5 of [8] indicate that the problem of classifying polytopes
for which the ‘ag action’ of W is dened (see Section 3 of [7] for the denition of
the ag action, where also it is noted that every polytope is acted on by at least one
C-group) is equivalent to the problem of classifying such quotient polytopes, which is
equivalent in turn to the problem of classifying conjugacy classes of subgroups N of
W satisfying
(i) w−1Nw \ siHi is empty for all w 2 W and all i,
(ii) W>i\w−1NwW<j w−1Nw(W>i\W<j)Hk for all w 2 W and for i< k <j, and
(iii) W>i \ NW<i+1N for all i.
The last condition ensures that the group N 0 of [8] is equal to N , and the rst
two conditions are derived from the conditions given in Proposition 13 of [12] (see
Theorems 5:3 and 5:4 of [8]). To classify polytopes of type fp1; : : : ; pn−1g, it is
sucient to let W equal the Coxeter group of that type (see Theorem 3:4 of [7]).
For the rest of this paper, N shall denote a subgroup of a string Coxeter group W ,
such that the three conditions given above do hold.
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2. Polytopes of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g
Before we examine the polytopes of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g, it is helpful to recall what is
known about polytopes of type f3; : : : ; 3g.
Theorem 2.1. Let W be the string Coxeter group of type f3; : : : ; 3g; and let N6W .
Then M(W )=N is a well-dened polytope if and only if N = f1g.
This theorem states that for any n, the only n-polytope of type f3; : : : ; 3g is the
n-simplex.
For the remainder of this section, let W = hs0; : : : ; sn−1i be the n-Coxeter group of
type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g. By setting s0 = (−1; 1) and si = (i; i + 1)(−i;−(i + 1)), this group
may be regarded as a subgroup of Symf1; : : : ;ng, namely the subgroup (isomorphic
to a semidirect product 2n:Sn) consisting of all permutations  for which i = j if
and only if (−i) = −j. Also, throughout this section, in an expression written as
(i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik), it is to be taken that all the ij have distinct absolute value.
Lemma 2.2. N6W has no conjugate intersecting either s0H0 or sn−1Hn−1 if and only
if N contains only elements of the form (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) where k>2 or k = 0.
Proof. Let  2 W satisfy (n− 1)= i and n= j. There exists such a  if and only if
i 6= j. Then −1(sn−1Hn−1) is the set of all elements of W which map i to j (and
−i to −j). Thus N has no conjugate intersecting sn−1Hn−1 if and only if every element
 of N satises i =i for all i; that is,  is of the form (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik), where
06k6n. If k = 1, say  = (i;−i), then  is conjugate to (1;−1) = s0, and N would
intersect a conjugate of s0H0. Conversely now, let k 6= 1. The set s0H0 = (1;−1)H0 is
the set of all elements of W mapping 1 to a negative number, and all other positive
numbers to positive numbers. If a conjugate of (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik); k 6= 1 maps 1 to
−1, it will also map j to −j for at least one j> 1, and so cannot be an element of
s0H0. The result then follows.
Lemma 2.3. Let N6W be such that for all  2 N; = (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) for some
k 6= 1. Then N has no conjugate intersecting siHi; for 06i6n− 1.
Proof. The cases i = 0 and n− 1 are covered by Lemma 2.2. Now let 0<i<n− 1.
If  2 siW<iW>i, then i = j for some j>i + 1. It follows that i 6= i, so  cannot
be an element of any conjugate of N .
The above two lemmas show what kinds of subgroups N of W satisfy the rst of
our polytope conditions. The next two lemmas show that such subgroups also satisfy
the second and third polytope conditions. Let N be a subgroup of W such that every
element a of N is of the form (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) for some k 6= 1, and let N 0 be any
conjugate of N .
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Lemma 2.4. W>i \ N 0W<j N 0(W>i \W<j)Hk for any i< k <j.
Proof. Let  2 W>i \N 0W<j. Now  2 W>i = Symfi+1; : : : ; ng, so l and l always
have the same sign, and if 16l6i then in fact l= l. We also know that  2 N 0W<j,
so if l>j+1, then l=l. Combining these two results, we nd that k= k for k6i
and for k>j + 1, so that  permutes the set fi + 1; : : : ; jg, that is,  2 (W>i \W<j).
Thus W>i \ N 0W<j N 0(W>i \W<j)Hk as required.
Lemma 2.5. For any i; W>i \ NW<i+1N .
Proof. Let  2 W>i \ NW<i+1. Arguing as in Lemma 2.4, we nd that  xes the
sets f1 : : : ig and fi + 2; : : : ; ng, and does not change the sign of i + 1. It follows that
 is the identity, so W>i \ NW<i+1 = f1gN .
This classies the kinds of groups that yield polytopes.
Corollary 2.6. Let W be a Coxeter group of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g; and let N W . Then
M(W )=N is a well-dened polytope if and only if every element of N is of the form
(i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) for some k 6= 1.
Proof. Recall conditions (i){(iii) mentioned at the end of Section 1. If M=N is a
well-dened polytope, then by Lemma 2.2 its elements are of the given form. Con-
versely, if its elements are all of the given form, then by Lemmas 2.3{2.5, M=N is a
well-dened polytope.
Not every polytope so dened will be of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g, however. To classify
polytopes of this type, we need some information about the faces of the polytopes we
have discovered. Theorem 3:3 of [8] informs us that the face NvHi=Q−1 of M(W )=N is
isomorphic toM(W<i)=(v−1Nv\W<i). Remembering that W<i is generated by (1;−1)
and by (j; j + 1)(−j;−(j + 1)) for j< i, the following result becomes clear.
Lemma 2.7. The elements of (v−1Nv \ W<i) are just those elements  of (v−1Nv)
for which k = k for all k>i + 1.
The next result then follows easily.
Theorem 2.8. Let W be the n-Coxeter group of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g; represented as
above. There is a one to one correspondence between polytopes of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g
and conjugacy classes of subgroups N of W all of whose elements are of the form
(i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) for some k 6=1; 2; the polytopes being given by the quotients
M(W )=N .
Proof. Let P be such a polytope. Since W acts on the set of ags of P via the
ag action (see Theorem 3:4 of [7]), it follows that P is isomorphic to M(W )=N for
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some subgroup N of W which satises conditions (i){(iii) (see Theorem 5:2 of [7] and
Section 5 of [8]), and for which NvH2=Q−1 is a 4-gon for every v 2 W . The rst three
conditions hold if and only if N contains only elements of the form (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik)
for k 6= 1 (see Corollary 2.6). The fourth will be the case if and only if no con-
jugate of N contains (1;−1)(2;−2), that is, no element (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) of
N has k = 2. Theorem 5:3 of [7] may be used to show that M=N and M=N 0 are
isomorphic if and only if N and N 0 are conjugate, and so to classify (up
to isomorphism) polytopes P of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g, it is necessary and sucient
to classify the conjugacy classes mentioned in the statement of the
theorem.
Our classication problem may be expressed in a number of dierent ways. For ex-
ample, there is a natural one to one homomorphism from N into the group G of sub-
sets of f1; : : : ; ng under the symmetric dierence (or ‘exor’) operation X  Y =
(X [ Y ) n (X \ Y ). The image (say N ) of this homomorphism will satisfy jX j 6=
1; 2 for all X 2 N , and the conjugacy classes correspond to orbits under Sn of
N . Alternatively, there is a natural homomorphism from G to Zn2. The image of
N  (say N ) would be a subgroup of Zn2 not containing any elements of the form
ei or ei + ej. The conjugacy class containing N then corresponds to the orbit con-
taining N  under the action of Symfe1; : : : ; eng on the subgroups of Zn2. From the
latter representation it follows that the polytopes of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g all fall under
the class of polytopes studied briey in [14]. In terms of the results of that article,
we would be taking the quotient by the code N  of the polytope 2K, where K is the
(n− 1)-simplex.
Below are given a few simple results, some without proof.
Theorem 2.9. If there is no number j xed by every element  of N; then M=N has
n facets.
Proof. Exactly half the elements of N will x j, for any given j, so for all v 2 W we
have jv−1Nv \ Hn−1j = 12 jN j. Thus any facet NvHn−1=Q−1 will have jHn−1: v−1Nv \
Hn−1j = (2n−1(n − 1)!)=( 12 jN j) ags. It follows that the total number of ags of Q is
2nn!=jN j= jW : N j= jQn−1j:(2n−1(n− 1)!)=( 12 jN j), whence jQn−1j= n as claimed.
Theorem 2.10. If there exists some number j xed by every element  of N (that is;
there exists v 2 W with v−1Nv \Hn−1 = v−1Nv); then (and only then)M(W )=N is a
prism whose base is a polytope isomorphic to M(Hn−1)=v−1Nv.
Theorem 2.11. If jN j=2; that is; N=f1; (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik)g for some 26k6n; then
M(W )=N is an (n− k)-fold prism over a k-hemicube.
Recall the denition of a chiral polytope from Section 1 (or from [15]). Let W+ be
the set of all ‘even’ elements of W , that is, W+ is the subgroup of W generated by
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fsisj: 06i; j6n− 1g. Theorem 4:5 of [8] shows that a quotient M=N is chiral if and
only if the normalizer NormW (N ) of N in W is equal to W+, but not W .
Theorem 2.12. The cube has no chiral quotients.
Proof. Let Q = M=N be a chiral quotient of the cube. Then −1N = N for all
 2 W+, so, in particular, −1N = N for all conjugates  of s0s1. Since Q is chiral,
it is not regular, so it is neither a cube nor a hemicube. Therefore, there exists
=(i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) 2 N such that k 6= 0; n (we may choose k 6= 0 since Q is not a
cube, and k 6= n by Theorem 2.11). Now s0s1 = (1;−1)(1; 2)(−1;−2)= (1;−2;−1; 2),
so for any j 62 fi1; : : : ;ikg, there exists a conjugate  of s0s1 with =(i1;−j;−i1; j).
Then, −1 will equal (j;−j)(i2;−i2) : : : (ik ;−ik). If this is an element of N , then so
must be −1 = (j;−j)(i1;−i1). By conjugating this by well-chosen conjugates of
s0s1, we can show that (i;−i)(j;−j) 2 N for every 16i; j6n. It follows that Q=M=N
is the regular (and degenerate) polytope of type f2; 3; : : : ; 3g (if it is a polytope at all).
Since this polytope is regular, it is not chiral, which completes the proof.
Theorem 2.13. Let Q=M=N be of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Q is locally spherical;
(ii) Q is section regular;
(iii) Q is regular; and
(iv) Q is a cube or a hemicube.
Proof. Evidently, (iv) implies (iii), and Theorem 4:2 of [8] says that (iii) implies (ii).
Suppose that (ii) holds, and there exists some ! 2 W for which !−1N!\Hn−1 6= f1g.
Then there exists some k 6= n−1 for which (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik) 2 N . Let k be minimal
in this regard. Then there exists a conjugate of N containing (1;−1) : : : (k;−k), so that
M(W<k)=(N \W<k) is a hemicube. It follows that all the k-faces are hemicubes, so
N contains all conjugates of (1;−1) : : : (k;−k), and thus also (i;−i)(j;−j) for any i
and j. However, this is a contradiction, since it implies that M(W )=N is not of type
f4; 3; : : : ; 3g. It follows therefore that !−1N! \ Hn−1 = f1g for all ! 2 W , and so
(ii) implies (i). If (i) holds, then N must be a subset of f1; (1;−1) : : : (n;−n)g, which
implies (iv) as required.
One referee pointed out an interesting corollary to this result.
Theorem 2.14. There are no locally projective polytopes of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g.
Proof. Recall that a locally projective polytope is a polytope such that either the
facets or the vertex gures are topologically projective spaces, the others being either
spheres or projective spaces. If a polytope of type f4; 3; : : : ; 3g is locally projective,
its facets must be hemicubes, since its vertex gures are simplices. It follows that
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it is section regular, and therefore (by the above theorem) locally spherical, which is a
contradiction.
If M=N is a well-dened polytope, and if  2 N , we may dene the size s()
of  to be k, where  = (i1;−i1) : : : (ik ;−ik). Note that for any ; 0, we have
js()− s(0)j6s(0)6s() + s(0), and that s() + s(0) + s(0) must be even.
Theorem 2.15. If jN j64; then M=N depends (up to isomorphism) only on (n and)
the sizes of the elements of N .
Proof. This is evident for jN j = 1 and for jN j = 2 follows from Theorem 2.11. Now
let N = f1; 1; 2; 3g with s(i) = ki, where 26k16k26k3. Then N will be conjugate
to
N 0 = h(1;−1) : : : (k1;−k1); (l+ 1;−(l+ 1)) : : : (l+ k2;−(l+ k2))i;
where l= 12(k1 − k2 + k3). It follows that M(W )=N =M(W )=N 0, the latter depending
only on k1; k2 and k3 as required.
The above theorem cannot be extended to hold for all jN j. For example, let X1 =
f1; 2; 3g; X2 = f3; 4; 5; 6g, X3 = f6; 7; 8g and let Y1 = f1; 2; 3g, Y2 = f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g, and
Y3 = f7; 8; 1g. Then, let N 1 = hX1; X2; X3i and N 2 = hY1; Y2; Y3i (subgroups of G). The
corresponding groups N1 and N2 both contain two elements each of sizes 3; 5 and 6,
and one element of size 4. However, no permutation of f1; : : : ; 8g maps N 1 to N 2 ,
because such a permutation would have to map X1  X3 (of size 6) to Y1  Y3 (of size
4). Thus M=N1 6=M=N2.
If we know the sizes of the elements of N , we can calculate the number of i-faces
of Q=M=N for any i, using the following two results.





right cosets Hj of Hj for which Hj = Hj; otherwise none.
Proof. Let = (i1;−i1) : : : (is;−is). Now Hj = Hj if and only if −1 2 W<jW>j,
that is, if and only if −1 does not map l to −l for any l> j. This will be the
case if and only if  maps each ik to jk for some 16jk6j. This is not possible
if s> j, but if s6j there are exactly 2nj(j − 1) : : : (j − (s − 1))(n − s)(n − (s + 1))
such . However, in counting the  like this, we have counted each coset Hj exactly
jW<jW>jj= 2jj!(n− j)! times. Thus there are exactly
2nj!(n− s)!
(j − s)! :
1






cosets Hj with Hj = Hj.
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Table 1
Polytopes of type f3; 4; 3g
jN j jQ0j jQ1j jQ2j jQ3j jAut(Q)j Dual Regularity
F.I 1 24 96 96 24 1152 Self Regular
F.II 2 13 48 48 12 48 F.III
F.III 2 12 48 48 13 48 F.II
F.IV 2 12 48 48 12 576 Self Regular












Proof. The so-called ‘Burnside’s Counting Lemma’ (see for example Theorem 3:22 of
[13]), along with Lemma 2.16, gives the result immediately.
Note therefore that since a polytope is not determined up to isomorphism by the
sizes of the elements of N , nor is it determined up to isomorphism by the numbers of
i-faces for each i.
Recall again that N corresponds naturally to a subgroup N  of the group G = Zn2
of subsets of f1; : : : ; ng. We have the following result.
Theorem 2.18. Let A be the group of all  2 Sn which induce automorphisms of
N . Then the automorphism group Aut(M=N ) of M=N is isomorphic to a semidirect
product (G=N )A.
Proof. This is shown (for a more general case) toward the end of Section 3
of [14].
3. Polytopes of type f3; 4; 3g
Throughout this section, let W = hs0; s1; s2; s3i be the Coxeter group of type f3; 4; 3g.
A script for the MAGMA algebra package was written to search for conjugacy
classes of subgroups of W satisfying conditions (i){(iii), and containing no conjugate
of (s1s2)2. The reason for this latter exclusion is that if Q=M(W )=N is a polytope, and
if some conjugate of N contains (s1s2)2, then there exists a section of Q isomorphic to
the digon M(hs1; s2i)=h(s1s2)2i. The polytope would therefore not be of type f3; 4; 3g,
and may not have a well-dened type at all.
MAGMA discovered that there were exactly ve polytopes of type f3; 4; 3g (up to
isomorphism) | they are listed in Table 1.
Let Q be one of these ve polytopes. There are only two nonisomorphic polytopes
of type f4; 3g, namely the cube and the hemicube, so the vertex gures of Q will
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Table 2
More quotients of the 24-cell
jN j jQ0j jQ1j jQ2j jQ3j jAut(Q)j Dual Vertex gures
F.VI 2 14 48 48 14 32 Self C10P4
F.VII 4 9 24 24 9 24 F.VIII C3P6
F.VIII 4 9 24 24 9 24 F.VII C4P3D2
F.IX 4 8 24 24 8 32 Self C4H 2P2
F.X 4 8 24 24 7 16 F.XI C4H 2P2
F.XI 4 7 24 24 8 16 F.X C5P2
F.XII 8 6 12 12 6 48 F.XIII H 3P3
F.XIII 8 6 12 12 6 48 F.XII C2D4
F.XIV 16 4 6 6 4 8 Self P2D2
F.XV 32 3 3 3 3 36 Self D3
be of these two distinct types. Similar considerations equally apply to the facets. The
numbers of vertex gures of each type may be discovered using the next lemma. A
similar result could be proved for the numbers of facets of each type.
Lemma 3.1. Let Q=M(W )=N be a polytope of type f3; 4; 3g. Then the vertex gures
consist of 48=jN j − jQ0j cubes and 2jQ0j − 48=jN j hemicubes.
Proof. The number of ags of Q is jW : N j = 1152=jN j. The vertex gures of Q are
all of type f4; 3g, and so must all be cubes or hemicubes. If these number c and h
respectively, then the number of ags of Q is also 48c+24h, so 2c+h=48=jN j. Since
c + h= jQ0j, this yields c = 48=jN j − jQ0j, and h= 2jQ0j − 48=jN j as claimed.
Polytope F.I is the 24-cell, and F.IV is the \hemi-24-cell", obtained by identifying
opposite faces of the 24-cell. They are locally spherical, as is F.V. These three polytopes
appeared in [6], where the locally spherical polytopes were studied. The polytope F.V
is obtained as a quotient of the 24-cell by a group of order 3, the nonidentity elements
of which rotate every point in R4 through an angle of 2=3.
F.II and F.III are a dual pair, obtained by identifying opposite faces of one of the
vertex gures (for F.II) or facets (for F.III) of the 24-cell. Of the 13 vertex gures
of F.II, eleven are cubes, and the other two are hemicubes. All the facets are crosses.
Analogous statements can be made about its dual F.III.
The MAGMA script was modied to allow subgroups containing conjugates of
(s1s2)2, so that all quotients of the 24-cell could be found. The script was further
modied to discover exactly what kinds of facets and vertex gures each polytope has.
Information about the additional polytopes discovered is displayed in Table 2. The last
column of the table requires some explanation. An entry here of the form CcHhPpDd
indicates that the c + h + p + d vertex gures of the polytope consist of c cubes, h
hemicubes, p prisms (with digons for bases) and d (degenerate) polytopes, of type
f2; 3g. This completes the classication of the quotients of the 24-cell. F.XV is the
regular degenerate polytope f3; 2; 3g.
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Table 3
Polytopes of type f3; 3; 5g
jN j jQ0j jQ1j jQ2j jQ3j jAut(Q)j Regularity
H.I 1 120 720 1200 600 14400 Regular
H.II 2 60 360 600 300 7200 Regular
H.III 2 61 360 600 300 120
H.IV 3 40 240 400 200 240 Section regular
H.V 4 30 180 300 150 120 Section regular
H.VI 5 24 144 240 120 240 Section regular
H.VII 5 24 144 240 120 40 Section regular
H.VIII 6 20 120 200 100 120 Section regular
H.IX 8 15 90 150 75 180 Section regular
H.X 12 10 60 100 50 60 Section regular
H.XI 24 5 30 50 25 60 Section regular
4. Polytopes of Types f3; 5g and f3; 3; 5g
Theorem 4.1. Let W be the Coxeter group of type f3; 5g. If Q =M(W )=N is a
well-dened polytope; then Q is either an icosahedron; or the hemi-icosahedron
(obtained by identifying opposite faces of the icosahedron).
This well-known result is not dicult to prove.
The MAGMA script used in Section 3 was slightly modied to allow MAGMA to
classify the polytopes of type f3; 3; 5g. The results obtained are shown in Table 3. Of
these polytopes, all but H.III are locally spherical, and hence also section regular |
they were listed in [6]. A result similar to Lemma 3.1 tells us that polytope H.III has
as vertex gures two hemi-icosahedra, and 59 icosahedra. It may be constructed in a
manner analogous to polytope F.II of Section 3. It is interesting that this is the only
polytope of type f3; 3; 5g with any hemi-icosahedral vertex gures at all.
Some of these polytopes are already known. H.I and H.II are the familiar 600-cell
and hemi-600-cell. H.IV appeared in [4] as an example of a ‘locally icosahedral’ graph
| that is, a graph G such that for every vertex v of G, the subgraph G(v) induced
on the vertices adjacent to v is an icosahedron. Blokhuis et al in [1] proved that in
fact H.I, H.II and H.IV are the only locally icosahedral graphs: interestingly, although
all seven of H.V to H.XI have icosahedral vertex gures, they fail to yield locally
icosahedral graphs.
A similar phenomenon occurs in the case of polytopes of type f3; 4; 3g and locally
cubic graphs. The graph of the 24-cell is locally a cube. As Buset showed in [3], the
graphs of the hemi-24-cell (F.II) and of the polytope F.V are not. Furthermore, there
is another graph which is locally cubic, which is not the graph of any of the polytopes
uncovered here. For a polytope to have vertex gures isomorphic to a polytope P, and
to have a graph which is ‘locally P’, are very dierent things.
It is instructive to analyse the geometry of the groups yielding the section regular
polytopes of type f3; 3; 5g. Except for the elements of H.VII, all of the (nonidentity)
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Table 4
The groups and their generators (w = s0s1s2s3)
H.I Trivial group H.II hw15i
H.III h(s1s2s3)5i H.IV hw10i
H.V hw7s1s2s3s2i H.VI hw6i
H.VII hw6s2s3s2s1i H.VIII hw5i
H.IX hw7s1s2s3s2; s0s1w7s2w−1s2i H.X hw5; s3s1(w7s1s2s3s2)s1s3i
H.XI hw5; s1s0w5s0s1i
elements of all these groups are (geometrically) the product of two orthogonal rotations
through the same angle. In the case of H.VI, the rotations are through an angle 2=5 (for
two of the elements) and 4=5 (for the other two nonidentity elements). By contrast,
all four (nonidentity) elements of H.VII are the product of two orthogonal rotations,
one through 2=5 and the other through 4=5.
All of the groups except H.IX, H.X and H.XI are cyclic. The orbit of a vertex under
the action of these groups is a p-gon for the appropriate p. The group yielding H.II is
h!i, where ! is the longest element of [3; 3; 5], which reverses every element of R4.
The polytope is the well-known hemi-600-cell.
The group of H.IX is the quaternion group Q8. The orbit of a vertex of the 600-cell
under the action of this group forms the set of vertices of a cross-polytope. Similarly,
the orbit of a vertex under the action of H.XI is a set of 24 vertices, the vertices of
a 24-cell. The group itself is the special linear group SL(2; 3). The group of H.X is
the nonabelian group of order 12 which is not D6 nor A4 (that is, it is a semidirect
product C6:C2). The orbit of a vertex under this group is a pair of hexagons falling in
orthogonal planes. The group contains elements of order 6, 3 and 2 which cycle the
points around the hexagons, and elements of order 4 which switch the points between
the two hexagons. Table 4 gives generators for a representative of each conjugacy class
of groups discovered. The reader will be able to tell from this table how the various
groups are related in the subgroup structure of W .
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